
Headteacher’s Message 
Today, those Y7 students who participated in Y7 camp will arrive back from the ancient woodland of Boughton 

Woods, near Kettering, where they have spent the week in the wild amongst ash, oaks, beeches, limes and ever-

green western red cedars having had real back-to-nature experiences, that, we hope, students will never forget (and 

for all the right reasons!).  

Students have been staying in safari-style tented camps, from where they became fully enveloped in the wilderness, 

sleeping under the stars, and cooking over open fires. Away from their screens and technology, all activities were 

designed to encourage team building and to give students the chance to develop new skills and interact with their 

peers in a fun, creative environment.  Whether students were learning first-aid techniques, building shelters or tack-

ling a SOS scenario, we hope their experiences this week have inspired them. I have no doubt that this weekend, 

more sleep will be needed than usual, and, once recuperated, we look forward to hearing about their experiences.   

We thank Mrs Cramb and Mrs Young for organising and leading this educational visit and Miss Boote, Mr Gowers, 

Mr Hebden, Mr Huckin, Miss Hughes, Mrs Millan and Mr Oliver for accompanying the group. 

A level and GCSE exams have now concluded and, as students reflect, we hope our Y13 and Y11 students feel 

they have done themselves justice. We look forward to seeing them enjoy their end of year celebrations on Friday 

1
st
 and Tuesday 5

th
 July, and to congratulating them on their results days on 18

th
 and 25

th
 August respectively. 

Y12 and Y10 pre-public exams have also concluded and we look forward to learning how well these students have 

performed in the weeks ahead. If students find they are not yet meeting their target grades, they should adopt a pos-

itive mental attitude, work out where they have fallen short and take appropriate measures now, and in the months 

ahead (e.g. by improving note-taking, essay-writing or learning skills), so that the pre-public exams in the autumn/

spring terms next academic year better reflect their real capabilities. Remember: Aim High. Work Hard. 

Finally, following our 2022-2023 Condition Improvement Fund (CIF) bid submission, we have been notified that we 

have been awarded £265 000 towards the cost of roof refurbishment work. All other areas of the roof have already 

been refurbished, and the humanities and music blocks are the final phase of this rolling project to ensure our roof is 

totally watertight. Our array of solar panels will be moved to another roof to ensure these are out of service for mini-

mal time. This work, which will keep our school’s buildings safe and in good working order, will commence this 

weekend when the scaffold and contractors’ compounds will be set up. Students have been briefed today and will be 

briefed again on Monday morning during registration and tutor time about all health and safety requirements that 

they must follow in order to keep themselves and everyone else safe while this work is on-going. The plan is that all 

works will be concluded by 1
st
 September. 

Wishing everyone a pleasant weekend and Y10 an enjoyable week of work experience next week. 
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Year 13 Leavers’ Celebration 

Next week sees our annual Year 13 Leavers’ Cele-

brations taking place. On Friday 1st July, we have 

invited each of our Year 13 students back into 

school for their leavers’ assembly and a celebration 

on the field (weather permitting!). 

All students will need to arrive on site and be sat 

in the lecture theatre by 9:05am when the assembly 

will start. We have a variety of surprises and treats 

ready for Year 13 and we are looking forward to 

looking back on their achievements with a good 

dose of humour and nostalgia! 

Once the assembly has finished, we will then meet 

outside on the field (again, weather permitting!) 

with the year group for a ‘barbecue’, where students 

will be able to catch up with one another and their 

teachers again. The event will finish by approxi-

mately 11:00am and we require all students to have 

left the school site by 11:30am. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all 

parents who have helped to contribute towards the 

assembly as well – your help and support has been 

crucial in helping to put it together so thank you 

very much. Students will not know what I am talk-

ing about at the moment, but they will do on the 

day! 

Later on in the evening, we also have the Year 13 

Prom starting at 7:00pm and running through until 

11:00pm at Cromwell Lodge in Banbury – more in-

formation on this opposite. 

We are looking forward to seeing each of our Year 

13 students and celebrating their achievements 

from the past two years with them. They have been 

through so much (not to mention completing their 

A Level studies during a global pandemic!) and we 

hope that they enjoy the celebrations and see it as a 

good end to their time in the Sixth Form. If any stu-

dents, parents or carers have any questions, please 

contact Mr Belstone or Mrs Rowe. 

Year 13 Prom – 1st July 

Our Year 13 Prom is being held at Cromwell Lodge 

in Banbury on 1st July from 7:00pm-11:00pm. After 

being unable to have a prom in Year 11, we are very 

much looking forward to being able to celebrate 

with our Year 13 students in this occasion. The 

dress code is smart evening wear, but not overly 

formal – we are not expecting prom dresses or suits 

to be worn (unless students wish to do so!).  

A letter will be sent to all Year 13 students and 

their parents and carers to confirm further details 

and expectations about the evening at the start of 

next week. In the meantime, if you have any further 

questions in regards to the prom, please contact Mr 

Belstone or Mrs Rowe. 

Year 12 Careers Day – 30th June 

Our Year 12 students have the opportunity to speak 

with a wide variety of employers, apprenticeship 

providers, university tutors and more on our next 

Extended Project Day on 30th June.  

Students have been sent a link to sign up for the 

sessions that appeal to them most throughout the 

day and we hope that they find the day to be in-

formative and useful in supporting them with their 

next steps post-18, no matter what route they wish 

to take. 

Please do speak with your child about the sessions 

they have signed up for and what they learn from 

their sessions. 

Year 12 Work Experience – 4th-8th July 

Our Year 12 students have their work experience 

week taking place from 4th-8th July; the vast majori-

ty of students have secured their placements, but if 

your child is struggling with this, please contact 

their tutor in the first instance as all students are 

required to complete a work experience placement 

as part of their study programme. 





mailto:jdowden@chenderit.net


English Department 

 

Writing Competition  

The Chenderit English Team are thrilled to participate in the Twisted Tales Young Writer’s Competition! 

“How much does a story change if we change the point of view? Twisted Tales: A New Point Of View is a fan-

tastic opportunity to flip the script and explore another side of the story. 

These fantastic resources support students to get involved in this competition. There are two differentiated les-

son plans, 8 gripping story starters which complement 8 plot ideas that will engage younger students right 

through to sixth formers. 

Will students choose to give a supporting character a starring role, or will they flip the whole story on its head, 

turning a happy ever after into tragedy, or horror into romance?” 

Students can find entry forms and writing template sheets from Mr Lindsay or their English teachers. 

The national closing date is Friday 22nd July – to make sure we get to send off our entries in plenty of time, our 

Chenderit deadline is Friday 15th July – you can hand your entries either to Mr Lindsay, or any other member of 

the English Team. 

We can’t wait to see what our students produce! 

For more information, visit:  https://www.youngwriters.co.uk/competitions/KS3-4/twisted-tales  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youngwriters.co.uk/competitions/KS3-4/twisted-tales


Exams 

Well done to all of our students for completing their End of Year exams and PPEs! It’s been a very valuable ex-

perience for all, particularly the Year 10s who have now experienced what it is like to sit exams in a hall.  

A special well done to our Year 11 and Year 13 students for completing their GCSEs and A Levels – We hope you 

have a wonderful summer break and wish you the very best for your future endeavours – roll on results day!  

KS3 Speeches 

 

Our Year 7 and Year 8s recently completed the speaking component of their end of year exams and we have 

heard some outstanding speeches! Miss McGee says:  

“I want to congratulate 7A1 and 7A3 on some fantastic speeches, everyone did a great job standing up in front 

of the class and showed some real confidence.”  

All Year 7 and 8 teachers echo this sentiment – it has been lovely to see so many confident students and listen 

to some mature, well researched speeches.  

 
Below are just a few students who delivered some stand-out speeches:  
Bethan Davies – Yr 7 
Hamish Ladd – Yr 7  
Keira Leighton-McCardell – Yr 7 
Isobel Glover – Yr 8 
Owen Anderson – Yr 8  
Lilly Whitton – Yr 8 
Ava Scurr – Yr 8 
Billy Daisley – Yr 8 

 



NEWS FROM THE ART DEPARTMENT 
Year Ten Exams 

Congratulations to the Year Ten students who worked so hard in preparing for 

their recent End of Year Assessment. For their five hour practical exam, 

students were asked to create a painted image inspired by Peter Blake’s 

“Sources of Pop V”, and challenged to select images that represented their 

identity and their experience of life in 2022. The results were really effective, 

and it has been wonderful to hear how proud students were of what they had 

achieved. The assessment was also an opportunity to consider, submit and 

evaluate all of the other work that students have been asked to complete this 

year since starting their “Identity” coursework project. It has been great to 

see how hard so many of our students have been working, and important for 

all students to recognise that persistent hard work, thorough organisation and determination to succeed are 

always rewarded. As students already know, the hard work doesn’t stop here. Between now and September, 

students need to respond to the feedback that they have been given and to ensure that their coursework 

portfolio is as good as possible in preparation for us to begin our final assessed “Identity” paintings at the start 

of Year Eleven. If you are a parent of a Year Ten student, please remind them: the harder they work now, the 

more successful they are likely to be. This, of course, is true for every subject. Year Ten: We are proud of you, 

and know what you can achieve. We hope that you will now make yourselves proud, and reach your potential. 

The choices you make now will help determine your future. Do something today that your future self will thank 

you for!  

The Heseltine Gallery 

A massive “thank you” to all those staff, students and parents who voted for The Heseltine Gallery in the 2022 

Northamptonshire Muddy Stilettos awards. The results were announced on Tuesday, and we WON! Particular 

thanks to all those students who have been following this story closely and who have been keen to find out how 

well we did. It is lovely to know that you care! 

We are absolutely delighted with this result. Winning this accolade has been a real team effort, and it is 

absolutely fantastic that so many people in our community have been there to support us. Thank you. 

If you can, please consider taking an extra step to help our award 

winning gallery. Maybe you could become a “friend”? The Friends of the 

Heseltine Gallery make a regular contribution each year to support our 

work, and by doing so help us support artists, art lovers and students of 

all ages. If this is something that appeals to you, it would be great to 

hear from you. Maybe you could join our committee and help make the 

decisions regarding the running of our gallery? We also have a very 

special exhibition opening in September, and it would be fantastic to see 

parents, students and staff supporting this with their presence in the 

exhibition itself. The Heseltine Gallery is one of the things that makes 

Chenderit such a special place to be. Please support us by coming to the 

exhibitions that we are able to organise. The gallery is there for you to 

enjoy! 



Media Studies 

Year 9 students took part in some excellent group work to analyse the front cover of 

Pride magazine for their GCSE set text. They showed creativity, team work and 

resilience, and created some fantastic resources to teach others. It was lovely to witness 

such a mature attitude to group work – well done, Year 9! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you buy a magazine, what is it that attracts you to it? The masthead (the title), 

the cover star, or the cover lines (the stories inside)? Next time you look at a magazine 

front cover, think about what makes it effective and how it is designed to draw your 

attention. 



Maths 
 

Fibonacci 
 

Fibonacci changed the world by popularising the use of Hindu-Arabic numerals in Eu-
rope. He is also famous for the eponymous sequence of numbers.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The First Numbers 
of the Fibonacci 
Sequence 

1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144 

A Puzzle 

Alphabet Numbers 
 

Using any letter only once, what are the largest and smallest numbers that you can write 
down in words? 
 

Example: EIGHTY 

But not NINETY as N is used twice 
 
 

To check your answer, see Mr Huckin in Room 82. 

Who was Fibonacci 
 

He was born in Pisa, Italy, in AD1170, the son 
of a merchant.  
 

Born Leonardo, he was later known as filius 
Bonacci, shortened to Fibonacci.  
 

Fibonacci travelled the Mediterranean, 
learning about arithmetic systems.  
 

In 1202, his book Liber Abaci (Book of 
Calculation) was published.  
 

In 1225, his master work Liber Quadratorum 
(Book of Squares) was published.  
 

He died in around AD 1250, in Pisa 

Fibonacci Sequence 
 

A brain teaser from Liber Abaci. 
“A certain man put a pair of rabbits in a place 
surrounded on all sides by a wall. How many 
pairs of rabbits can be produced from that pair 
in a year if every month each pair begets a 
new pair, which from the second month on 
becomes productive?” 
 

The number of rabbits produced forms a 
Fibonacci sequence - a list where each 
number is the sum of the two that precede it.  
 

It was the French mathematician Édouard 
Lucas who coined the term.  



Nominations  

If you get nominated go to Mr Byford in Room 81 to receive a prize. 

Mr Byford nominates Lottie Proffitt and Max Rasaki (Year 10). Both have worked and revised 

exceptionally hard for their PPEs, asking questions on topics they are unsure about. They are 

both achieving grades in their papers which they can be proud of and are striving to push on in 

year 11. Well done both.  

Mr Tyler nominates Isla Nurser (Year 7). Great mathematical ability and she shows a desire to 

understand the topics, not just be able to answer a question. Excellent work all year has paid off 

with 49/50 in the end of year assessment. 

Mr Huckin nominates Josh Steer, Taylor Dobson, and Noah Tuzzio (Year 9) for a fantastic 

start to their Year 9 End of Year tests. Hard Work really does pay off!  

Mr Dahal nominates Lottie Reid (Yr 12) who has produced excellent work on calculating the 

volume of revolution formed when rotating a 3d shape about the x or y axis. She has made 

excellent contributions to class discussions and has made very good progress this year. Lottie is 

asking good questions to further her understanding on the topics covered this year and her effort 

has been outstanding. 

Mrs Bagga nominates Harriet Blake, Amber Dolan, Ted Harper, William Harding and Jack 

Shannon, Yr8, all for achieving fantastic scores on their end of year assessments. 

Mrs McMahon nominates Aleksandra Gazarian ,Yr8 ,for a fantastic test result. Her work in class 

is neat and immaculately set off.  Keep up the good work.  Well done. 

Lewis Cadle and Kayleigh Judge, Yr9, are congratulated for really great test scores on the A 

side group.  Jack Rennie and Ibrahim Adil ,Yr9, are congratulated for excellent test scores on 

the B side. 

Mr Bradley nominates Kayla Collins, for always being eager to contribute in class and having a 

great attitude to learning every lesson. Jack Barrett, is nominated for always stretching himself 

and asking questions when needed as well as getting a great result in the end of year test.  



History  

 

Termly History Prize Winners: 

Every term we award the hardest working and highest 

achieving students in history throughout the school. 

We want to celebrate the students this term who have 

a fantastic attitude towards learning. A love of learning 

will set you up for a successful life, whatever you may 

choose to do in the future! 

 

The winners for last term were: 

Y7- Sophie Cooper - Sophie has a real love of the subject and she always takes an active part in 

lessons and is enthusiastic and thoroughly engaged. The comments she makes during class dis-

cussions are always thoughtful and that her written explanations are of a very high stand-

ard.  Miss James said that Sophie’s ability to explain causes of events from the past, and the 

relationships between them, is particularly impressive for a y7 student.  

Y8- George Wilson - George has worked incredibly hard, not just last term, but all year. 

George’s attitude in lessons is always mature and sensible and in this way he is able to set a 

positive example to other students and to act as a role model. He has retained great 

knowledge of the topics that he has studied in history this year, and Mr Williamson was 

pleased with the way in which George has been able to improve his extended writing over the 

course of the year; this has helped him achieve well in his assessments.  

 

Y9- Josh Steer - Josh has an excellent attitude towards learning, and this is reflected in all the 

hard work he puts in to his classwork and his homeworks. He has demonstrated secure 

knowledge of the content in his Crime and Punishment GCSE course; this has allowed him to 

achieve some very strong assessment results. Mr Williamson comments that he is ‘polite, fo-

cussed, and a model student’. 

 



 

 

Y10- Jack Bowen - Since the start of his GCSE history course last year, Jack’s consistency has 

stood out.  He has worked really hard, not just last term, but since the start of the course in 

year 9, demonstrating he is a conscientious young man. He always meets deadlines and com-

pletes both classwork and homework tasks to the highest possible standard.  He regularly 

makes contributions to class discussions and that these are often insightful. Overall, he is an 

intelligent and mature student who we have no doubt will achieve very well at GCSE. 

Y11- Mimi Guinness - Mimi has gone from strength to strength throughout her GCSE years. 

Her dedication to producing high quality work and improving her exam answers has never fal-

tered - this has resulted in excellent exam technique, which, combined with all her revision, 

meant that she was frequently achieving full marks on individual exam questions and assess-

ments. She is kind, intelligent, and diligent, and Miss James is sure she is going to achieve 

some stellar GCSE grades! 

Y12- Hannah Mitchell - We have been really impressed with the contributions that Hannah 

makes to class discussions.  These are often insightful and show she is grasping analysis and 

evaluation skills at a high level - this is particularly important at A-Level. She is now regularly 

pushing herself with extension work to ensure she is achieving at the highest possible level. 

She has produced some very impressive essays for her Stuarts course- many of which have 

achieved full marks.  

Y13- Yeva Maynard - It seems that Yeva has somehow managed to step up her effort levels 

even further in recent weeks and months, which didn’t seem possible, considering how hard 

she was already working!  She has consistently applied herself in the revision sessions before 

half-term.  She has also completed additional assessed work as part of her revision and we are 

confident that this will allow Yeva to achieve the highest possible grade this summer.  Addi-

tionally, Yeva was able to produce a fantastic coursework essay.  She scored very highly in this 

piece of work. We wish her all the best with her A level results and future plans! 

 



Science 

We are in the midst of exam 

season with Year 11 coming to 

the end of a seemingly never 

ending parade of science papers 

and Years 9 and 10 are waist 

deep in photosynthesis, 

separation techniques and 

electromagnetic waves. 

Years 7 and 8 have now 

completed their end of year exams and we are in the process of giving them 

back to the students and working through the answers with them. 

Exam season is always stressful but students should not worry about how 

others have done. Every student has a different set of strengths and 

weaknesses and in science this is no exception. All we ask as a department 

is that students do their best, whatever level that may be. 

We are proud of what our students have achieved this year and I hope that, 

as the results come out, the students and families feel the same. 

 

As some of you may know I 

am a huge supporter of 

woman in science and want 

to bring their stories back 

to the forefront of the 

story of science, so Id like 

to introduce you to Anne 

McLaren. Investigating the 

factors that influenced the 

embryonic development in 

mice, British scientist, Anne McLaren, came across the research of John 

Biggars. Biggars had been working on the cultivation of embryos for organ 

cultures. McLaren and Biggars realised that between them they had the 

necessary experience to attempt something extraordinary – the successful 

birth of a mouse via invitro fertilisation. 

 



McLaren transferred Biggars embryos into 

surrogate mice mums and in 1956 she 

telegrammed Biggars, “Four bottled babes born” – 

it was a breakthrough experiment and very 

confusing day at the post office. 

McLaren went on to help draft the guidance for 

invitro fertilisation in humans. Not only did she 

undertake the first successful invitro-fertilisation, 

she went on to become the leading figure in the 

safety and ethics of the treatment.  McLaren was 

made a dame in 1993 and passed away in 2007. 

 

Taken from: Headstrong  - 52 women who changed 

science and the world – Rachel Swaby 

 

A great read and highly recommended. 

 

Mr Le Roy  

 
Head of Learning Letter - Year 8 

 
As we move through the final term of this academic year, we will have a larger focus on the successes 
that Year 8 has brought to our students. As mentioned in the previous Head of Learning letter, tutor 
awards were issued on Friday 10th June, with each winner receiving a £10 Amazon voucher to spend in 
celebration of their success and a certificate of achievement from their tutor. 

 

 
 

Congratulations to all of the winners and all students who were nominated! 
 

8A tutor awards 
 

Aim High: Reggie Cullen 
Work Hard: Sophia Sneath 
Be Nice: Jessica North 

8B tutor awards 
 

Aim High: Daniel Smith 
Work Hard: Phoebe Drys-
dale 
Be Nice: Edward Bullen 

8C tutor awards 
 

Aim High: John Norris 
Work Hard: Jessica Mayson
-Checkley 
Be Nice: Egan Ward 

8D tutor awards 
 

Aim High: Billy Daisley 
Work Hard: Marcell Paszti 
Be Nice: Jack Padbury 

8E tutor awards 
 

Aim High: Martyna Tomczak 
Work Hard: Keira Brenchley 
Be Nice: Evie Percival 

8F tutor awards 
 

Aim High: Katherine Clarke 
Work Hard: Ted Harper 
Be Nice: Sofia Williamson 








